Denote the cell in the pth column counting from the left and in the qth row counting from the bottom by (p, q). In the "uniform step" method of constructing magic squares one starts with the number 1 in the cell (p, q). The number 2 is then placed in the cell (p+a, q+ß), the number 3 in the cell (p+2a, q+2ß), and so on, the numbers p+ka and q+kß being reduced modulo n. It is clear that by this process the number «+1 will land in the cell (p+na, q+nß) and this, modulo n, is the same as (p, q) which is the cell already occupied by 1. A "break-step" (a, b) is then introduced which puts the number ft+1 into the cell (p+a, q+b). The original itep (a, ß) is then resumed and the numbers n+\, n+2, n+3, • ■ • , are entered in the cells (p+a, q+b) , (p+a+a, q+b+ß) , (p + a + 2a, q+b+2ß), • ■ • . On arriving at the number 2w +1 another resort to the break-step is necessary to avoid the already occupied cell (p+a, q+b), and the numbers 2n+1, 2«+2, 2n+3, ■ ■ ■ are entered in the cells (p + 2a, q + 2b), (p + 2a+a, q + 2b+ß), (p + 2a + 2a, q+2b+2ß), • • • . The square resulting from a continuation of this process is seen to depend entirely on the four numbers a, ß, a, b, and may or may not be magic, or if magic may or may not be diabolic or symmetric. We proceed to develope the necessary and sufficient relations between these four numbers to decide in advance the kind of square they indicate.
The result of the above process may be summed up in the following fundamental congruences for determining the cell (A, B) in which a number x is to be entered :
A m p + a(x -1) + a [--1, B m q + ß(x -1) + b Ï---1 (mod n),
where (a, ß) is the "step" and (a, b) is the "break-step," (p, q) is the cell containing the number 1 and the symbol [k] denotes the greatest integer in k. In the square given above for illustration (a, ß) = (1, 2), (a, b) = (3, 5), (p, q) = (6, 4), and the position of any number * is given by the congruences 6 + (*-l) + 3py-l B = 4 + 2(x-i) + 5py-1 (mod 7).
It is to be observed, in the first place, that the process may not fill all the cells of the square. In this connection we have the following theorem:
Given a,ß,a, b, all prime to n, the necessary and sufficient condition that the uniform step process shall fill the square is that the determinant \ll \ shall be prime to n.
For if two values Xi and x2 of x should give the same cell (A, B), then
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whence, since b and ß are supposed prime to n,
(1) (ab -ßa)(xi -x2) = 0 (mod n) and also tb -ßa)UXl ~ 1 -r" ~ 11 =■ 0 (modn).
If now (ab-ßa) is prime to «congruence (2) shows that Xi and x2 lie between the same two multiples of ». For since the values of [(» -l) /w] range between 0 and n -1 the congruence is also an equality. But if Xi and x2 lie between the same two multiples of n, congruence (1) is also an equality giving Xi =x2 so that two numbers can not determine the same cell unless they are the same number. If however n and (ab-ßa) have a common divisor 5 then we have
[^H^] K) and Xi=x2 (mod n/b). If then we put x2 = Xi + (n/ô)n this last congruence is satisfied. Put this value of x2 in the other congruence and we have P^j-Pv^Tj (-T) and since n/b is an integer the congruence is clearly satisfied. Two values of x which differ by n2/b will then fall in the same cell by this rule for filling the square and the square will therefore not be filled. In the theorems which follow this determinant is supposed to be prime to n and the square is therefore filled.
Theorem. If a and a are prime to n the square is magic in the columns.
We show first the important fact that the numbers in any column form a complete system of incongruent numbers. For if two entries Xi and x2 occupy cells in the same column we must have P + a(xi -1) + J --\ = P + a(x2 -1) + a\ --(mod n), whence a(xi -x2) + ai ï--1 -\--11=0 (mod n).
If now Xi=x2 then since a is prime to n and, as before, this last congruence is also an equality and the two x's lie between the same two multiples of n. The congruence Xi=x2 is also an equality and Xi=x2 contrary to hypothesis. It is also clear that no two numbers in the same column can lie between the same two multiples of n, otherwise by the above congruence the two values of x would be equal.
If now we write Xi -k^t+U where 0^k^n -l and 0</^«, then for the x's in any column the k's run through the values 0, 1, 2, 3, ■ • • , n -1 and the I's through the values 1,2,3, ■•• ,n, so that v ^. n2(n -1) njn -1)
I,** = n l^ki + 2J<-r--
and the square is thus seen to be magic in the columns. Similarly if b and ß are prime to n the square is magic in the rows. We have then the following theorem :
Theorem. If a, b, a, ß are all prime to n the square is magic.
This condition is also necessary. To show this we prove first that if a is prime to « but a and n have the greatest common divisor 8, then the square is not magic in the columns. From the congruence obtained above for any two entries Xi and x2 in the same column Vx2 -11) aixi -x2) -a< ---V = 0 (mod n),
we can see that if k is the smallest value of [(* -1)/«] in the column then all the others in that column are given by k+piô where p< = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,n/b -1.
For if the congruence a(x -1) = A -p -ak (mod «) has solutions, so will also the congruence a(x -1) = A -p -a(k + pi8) (mod n).
Moreover for each value of p.-there will be just 5 solutions. Writing as above Xi = kin+U it is clear that the values of ki fall into 5 sets of n/b numbers k+pid, so that 2*i.a2> + P,*-s{*y + {(y)(y-l)} n = kn -\-(n -5) .
As for the U, they form again a complete system of incongruent numbers. For if two were congruent then by the above reasoning the corresponding x's would be equal. The l's give again the series 1, 2, 3, • • -, n in some order and ^,li = n(n+l)/2. We have then for the sum of the x's in the column
(-4-0-Now k, the smallest value of [(x -l)/n] that will make A -p -a[(x -I)/n] divisible by b, is seen to depend on A and as A takes the values 1, 2, 3, • • • , n, k will run through the series of numbers 0, 1, 2, • • -, b in some order, and two values of A which are congruent modulo b will give the same k.
We have then the following theorem:
Theorem. If a is prime to n but a and n have the greatest common divisor b then the square is not magic in the columns but the sum in any column differs from (n/2) (n2+l) by some multiple of n2 and column A and column A+bm have the same sum.
In the above formula if ¿5 = 1 then k = 0 and the sum of the x's in the column is (n/2) (n2+1) as it should be.
A similar theorem holds, of course, for the rows when b is prime to n while ß and n have the greatest common divisor ¿5. As an illustrative example we take the square defined by (a, ß) = (3,4), (a, b) = (2,3), (p, q) = (3,4), n = 15 : In accordance with the theorem the square is not magic in the columns, since the greatest common divisor of a and « is 3. In accordance with a theorem to be proved it is also not magic in the rows because the greatest common divisor of b and n is also 3. In the first column the smallest k is 2 corresponding to the three entries 39, 34, 44. The other k's are 5, corresponding to the three entries 82, 77, 87; and 8 corresponding to the entries 125, 135, 130; and 11 corresponding to the entries 168, 178, 173; and 14 corresponding to 221, 216, 211. The sum in the first column is 1920 as given by the formula for £ = 2, 8 = 3 and « = 15. In the second column k = l and the sum is 1695 by the formula. In the third column k = 0 and the sum is 1470. The sum is the same in the 1st, 4th, 7th, 10th, and 13th columns. Also in the 2d, 5th, 8th, 11th, and 14th. Also in the 3d, 6th, 9th, 12th, and 15th.
We show now that if a is prime to « but a and « have the greatest common divisor S, then the square is not magic in the columns. Starting with the same congruence which holds between two entries in the same column,
we see that Xi=x2 (mod S) and if / is the smallest non-zero residue of the x's in the column, then all the /'s in the column may be written l+Pi& where p¿ = 0, 1, 2, • • • , n/8 -1. We have then 5 sets of numbers l+Pib and the sum of the l's in the column is -r-, "(fc;1 »(» -5) E*< = *E il + Pih)=nl + = 0
2
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As before the k's form a complete series of incongruent numbers running through the values 0, 1, 2, • • • , » -1. Their sum is therefore «(» -1)/2. We thus get for the sum of the numbers in the column^
As before it is clear that as the column A is changed the values of / run through the series of numbers 1, 2, 3, • • • , ô and any two columns A and A +8m will have the same I. It should be noted, however, that / appears in the formula as multiplied by n and not by n2 so that the sums in the different columns will differ by multiples of » and not as in the preceding case by «2. We may then state the following theorem:
Theorem. // a is prime to n but a and « have the greatest common divisor 8, then the square is not magic in the columns but the sum differsfrom (»/2) («2+1) by some multiple of « and column A and column A + 8m have the same sum.
A similar theorem holds of course for the rows when a is prime to » and ô and « have the greatest common divisor 8. In the illustrative example it is seen that the top row has the sum 1710 which comes from the formula by putting « = 15, 8 = 3,1 = 3. The same sum appears in the 4th, 7th, etc. rows from the top. The second row from the top adds to 1695 and the third to 1680.
The preceding results may then be summed up in the following fundamental theorem:
Theorem. The necessary and sufficient condition that the square obtained from the congruences A = p + a(* -1) + a B = q + ßix -1) + 6-(mod n)
shall be magic is that the five numbers a, ß, a, b and iab-ßa) shall be prime to ».
This theorem makes it clear why it is not possible to construct by the uniform step method a square with an even number of elements. In fact the five numbers indicated can not all be odd. It.should also be noted that the unit cell ip, q) does not enter into the condition at all. We can therefore K-T-[July denote the above square by Q) with the understanding that the initial cell may-be chosen arbitrarily.
Conditions for diabolism. If A +B =constant it is easily seen that the cells (A, B) all lie in the same positive diagonal. Indeed, to keep the sum constant we must subtract from B anything which we add to A. Similarly if A -B = constant the cells (.4, B) all lie in the same negative diagonal. Now we have
If therefore the numbers a+ß, a-ß, a+b, a -b, and (a +ß) (a -b) -(a-ß) ■(a+b) are prime to n these congruences indicate a magic square whose columns are the positive diagonals and whose rows are the negative diagonals of the given square. We have then the following theorem :
Theorem. The magic square Q) is diabolic if and only if the numbers a + ß, a±b are prime to n.
(The condition that (a+ß) (a -b) -(a-ß) (a+b) be prime to n is fulfilled automatically if ab -ßa is prime to n.) A curious corollary of this theorem is that a diabolic square cannot be constructed by the uniform step process when n contains a factor 3. For if a and ß are prime to 3, a+/3 and a-ß cannot both be. This does not mean, however, that a diabolic square cannot be obtained by other methods when n is a multiple of 3.
Conditions for symmetry. In a symmetrical square the sum of the two entries Xi and x2 in any two cells (A, B) and (1-^4, 1-73) symmetrically situated with respect to the center is equal to w2+l. This definition leads to the congruences
The third and fourth simplify to
From these we get, with the first and second,
But we can show that
For suppose ixi -l)/n = k+p where k is an integer and 0 = p i£ (» -1)/». Then the above expression is k+ [in-k) -(p+1/«) ] and since 0 <p+l/» g 1, this is k +n -k -lor» -1. The above congruences then become
and we have the following theorem:
Theorem. The magic square Ql) is symmetric if and only if 2p=a+a+\, 2q=ß + b+\ (mod »).
The conditions for symmetry do not depend in any way upon the condition for a square to be magic, so that a square may be symmetric and not magic, as is exemplified in the above square of 15. The central square pairs with itself and must be (»2+l)/2.
A more general type of diabolism arises by connecting the coordinates of the cells ÇA, B) by a linear relation XA+uB = constant (mod «). Cells related in this way may be said to form a diagonal with a complementary diagonal given by X^4 -p.B = constant (mod «). With these diagonals we have the Theorem. The square Ql) is diabolic with respect to the diagonals ~\A ±y.B if and only if the numbers \a±p.ß, \a±p.b are prime to ».
Enumeration of uniform step squares. By means of the fundamental congruences defining uniform step squares it is easy to see that the tota number of such for a given prime p is p2ip -l)3 Çp -2). For we may choose the unit cell in p2 different ways. Also the numbers a, ß, a may be chosen at will from the p -l numbers less than p. For each such choice there are p -2 choices of b since the determinant ab-ßa must be different from zero modulo p. The above result may be written p24>? (p) (<pi(p) -1) where cpi is Euler's to tient function.
For the case where the order of the square is a composite number n the enumeration must be given more detailed consideration.
In the congruence ab-ßa = k (mod n), a, ß and a are given relatively prime to n; then as k runs through a set of values prime to n we are to find the number of b's which are also prime to n. This problem is equivalent to the following:
Let X be one of the numbers X" which are less than a given number n and prime to it. Find the number of numbers (j>2 in the set X+X" which are prime to n.
Consider the complete set of numbers 1,2,3, ••• ,n. We erase first of all the n/pi multiples of pi, where pi is a prime divisor of n. When X is added to the set of numbers 1, 2, • • -, n we get again a complete set of incongruent numbers modulo n from which again n/pi multiples of pi must be erased. For the prime pi we have therefore erased 2n/px numbers from the list of numbers 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,n, leaving« -2n/pi. Similarly for the other prime factors of n. But any multiple of pip2 has by this process been erased twice. We must then add 4n/(pip2), etc. By the well known principle of cross classification this gives at once the formula for c62:
which may be written in the form 02 = »ni i-j or in the form <t>2 = Upi^-^pi -2).
The formula gives zero for an even number which is as it should be, because in this case the numbers less than n and prime to it are all odd and the sum of any two of them must be even and so not prime to n. As an illustration of the theorem take n = 45. The set of numbers less than 45 and prime to it is 1, 2,4,7,8,11,13,14,16,17,19,22,23,26,28,29,31,32,34,37,38,41,43,44. Add to these any one of the list, say 11, and erase all those that are not prime to 45, and the nine numbers 13, 19, 22, 28, 34, 37, 43, 49, 52 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use are all that remain. The formula gives <p2(45) = 3(3 -2)(5 -2) = 9.
The above formula for fa is the same as that found by V. Schemmel (Journal für die reine und angewandte Mathematik, 1869, pp. 191-192) for the number of pairs of consecutive numbers each less than » and both prime to ». It is seen by the above discussion that the numbers are not necessarily consecutive. Schemmel also gives the formula for the number of sets of k consecutive integers all of which are prime to », which is fa = UpC'~liPi -k).
This formula is the enumerative function for the following much more general problem:
Given a set of k linear forms aix+bi, a2x+b2, a3x+b3, ■ ■ ■ , akX+bk, where the a's are all prime to » and incongruent mod ». Let x run through a complete set of incongruent numbers. Find the number of values of x for which all the k forms will give numbers prime to ».
To prove this formula we observe that as * runs through a complete set of incongruent numbers so also does ax+b and that there are n/pi values of ax+b which are multiples of pi where pi is any prime factor of ». Each one of these values of ax+b indicates a value of * which is to be erased from the numbers 1, 2, 3, • • • , ». The a's being all supposed incongruent modulo n we will thus have kn/pi numbers to erase from the set 1, •• -, ». The argument is thus the same as in the special case considered above. Many theorems regarding the ordinary totient function have their analogues for the more general function. Thus evidently if m and » are relatively prime we have <pkim)4>kin)=<pkimn).
The value of 0(1) being assumed equal to unity, the theorem The sum of totients of the divisors of « is equal to n carries over only when « contains no square factor other than unity. But in this case we have the theorem
The sum of the <j>k functions of the divisors of n is equal to <f>k-i function of » when and only when » has no square divisors other than unity.
We are now able to write down the number of magic squares obtainable by the uniform step method for any number « = Up?*. The formula is nWin)fain) = n2[upi"~lipi -l)]mpi«r-1ipi -2).
For symmetric squares we have no choice of the unit square. The formula for symmetric squares is therefore this result divided by «2, or (pi3 (»)</>2(»).
For diabolic squares we may choose a and a at will from the</>i(») numbers less than » and prime to it. Then ß must be chosen so that ß, a+ß and a-ß shall be prime to ». This gives <p3Çn) choices for ß. Finally b must be chosen so that the four numbers b, a+b, a -b, ab-ßa shall be prime to ». This number is (ptÇn). The formula, therefore, for the total number of diabolic squares obtainable by the uniform step method is
This last formula points out the fact which we have noted before, that no diabolic square is obtainable by the uniform step method when » is a multiple of 3. The following Transformations of magic squares. Certain transformations on the numbers 1 to «2 have been devised which serve to throw a magic square into another magic square (see McClintock, loc. cit.). The question has not been studied as to whether the resulting square is a uniform step square or not. We proceed to answer this question by finding the connection between these transformations and the constants a, ß, a, b, which determine the square.
The numbers 1 to »2 fall into « sets as follows:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Perform now the same substitution on the numbers in each of the sets K. We get thus a transformation of the numbers 1 to n2 which we denote by 5. This transformation S, as we can show, will throw a uniform step square into a magic square which may or may not be a uniform step square. We have seen, in fact, that in a uniform step square each row (or column) contains one and only one number out of each of the above sets K, also that the numbers in any row (or column) form a complete series of incongruent numbers mqdulo n. Further, these two facts are sufficient to ensure that the square be magic. Now it is clear that neither of these conditions is disturbed by the transformation «S, for the sets are not broken up, and also two entries in the same line can not be congruent to each other, for if kn+Xi and kn+x2 were congruent modulo n so would also be xi and x2 which is not so. The new square is therefore magic.
Again, let T be any substitution on the sets 7Í. Then again, if we start with a uniform step square the transformed square is still magic but not necessarily a uniform step square. For as before each set will furnish one and only one number in any row or column and those in any row or column will still furnish a complete set of incongruent numbers modulo n.
There are manifestly (w!)2 transformed magic squares obtainable by S and T transformations from any given uniform step square. No two squares obtained from the same square by two different substitutions can be identical, for two different substitutions «S1 must make a different rearrangement of the numbers 1 to « and so will give different squares. So also for two different transformations T. Moreover a transformation 5 can not produce the same square as a transformation T (except, of course, the identity transformation) ; for a transformation T can not rearrange the numbers in the separate sets. We consider now the following question : When will an S or a T transformation throw a uniform step square into another uniform step square?
Let 5 be a substitution on the numbers 1 to n such as where the *'s and y's are correlated by the congruence y =\x+p (mod») where X is prime to ». Two values of y give yx-y2==\Çxi -x2) (mod«) so that the difference between consecutive y's is X times the difference between the corresponding x's. This is equivalent to saying that the coefficients which determine the step have both been multiplied by a constant. The "breakstep" has, however, not been changed. A transformation F similarly defined makes a corresponding change in the coefficients of the "break-step" leaving the "step" unaltered. It is not difficult to see also that, if the difference between the y's is to be constant for consecutive x's, a congruential relation of the sort indicated above must hold.
We have then the Theorem.
7/ the transformation S or T is based on the substitution
then the necessary and sufficient condition that the resulting square be a uniform step square is that the x and y be related by the congruence y=\x+p (mod«) where X is prime to ».
The above result may be stated as follows :
Those uniform step squares which are obtainable from a given square Qab) by an S-transformation are of the form (j^'j), and those obtainable by a Transformation are of the form (¿Y&)-
The square Ql) and the square (j^t'ï) may be called equivalent under H and V. Since the constants k and k' may take <piÇn) values, the number of squares equivalent to a given square form a set of <pi2 («) squares. The total number of sets of non-equivalent squares is therefore «2<£i(«)</>2(») or, if we consider symmetric squares only, (piÇn) <p2Çn). Thus, for example, the eight symmetric squares of three are in two non-equivalent sets :   276  294  816  834  951  753  357  159  438  618  492  672   438  618  483  672  951  753  159  159  276  294  726  834 From the fact that k and k' are prime to » it follows that if one of two equivalent squares is diabolic the other must be also. From the enumerative formula therefore the diabolic squares fall into </>3(»)04(») sets of non-equivalent squares. Thus the 32 diabolic squares of order 5 fall into 2 sets of 16 equivalent squares.
Any rearrangement of the rows or columns of a magic square will leave it magic since the sum in any row or column is thus left unaltered. A uniform step square, however, is not necessarily transformed in this way into a uniform step square. It appears easily that if the horizontal rows are transformed among themselves so that a row x goes into a row y where x and y are connected by the congruence relation y=\x+p (mod «) where X is prime to », then this transformation H will throw a uniform step square into another uniform step square. It is found also that by this transformation the constants a and a of the old square are left unaltered whileß and b are multiplied byX. Similarly a transformation V of the same type on the columns throws a uniform step square into another uniform step square leaving the ß and b unaltered and multiplying a and a by X. It follows that Those uniform step squares which are obtainable for a given square Qab) by an H-transformation are of the form i^lù, and those obtainable by a V-transformation are of the form (*¿" kba).
The square Q"b) and the square (^ kk%) may be called equivalent under the transformations H and V. It appears that an Atransformation followed by a F-transformation can not produce a square equivalent under 5 and T transformations unless the parameter Xi of the H transformation equals the parameter X2 of the V transformation.
The squares, therefore, that are equivalent under all four types of transformations are of the form (¡^ kkab) and fall into sets of <piÇn).
A third type of transformation is of use in the study of "nuclear" squares.* In this transformation the principal diagonals of the given square are made the row and column through the center of the new square. Any element of the old square lies in a cell which is the intersection of two diagonals which meet the principal diagonals in two elements Xi and x2. The corresponding cell in the new square for that element is found at the intersection of the row and column through those same elements Xi and x2. We proceed to set up the relations between the four numbers for the old and for the new cell.
Using the notions of elementary analytic geometry and calling the cell (1, 1) the origin, then the equation of the principal positive diagonal is found * See John Willis, Easy Methods of Constructing Magic Squares, published by Percy Lund, Humphries and Co., London.
to be y= -x + 1 and of the principal negative diagonal is y=x.
Also the positive diagonal through the cell (Ah Bi) has for its congruence y -Bi = -(x-Ai). This meets the principal negative diagonal in the cell both of whose coordinates are \(Ai+By).
The negative diagonal through (Ai, By) meets the principal positive diagonal in the cell whose coordinates are \(Ai-Bi+l), \(Bi -Ai + l). Since now the cell (AI, Bi), the transform of It is clear from these coefficients that this square is magic in the diagonals if the original is magic in the rows and columns, and magic in the rows and columns if the original is magic in the diagonals. Thus a diabolic square goes by this transformation into a diabolic square. Since the general effect is a sort of twist through an angle of forty-five degrees, we shall speak of this transformation as a rotation and denote it by R. We give as illustration the square of eleven (2 5 It should be noted that the principal positive diagonal might be taken as the row, or column, through the center of the new square, and that it might be taken to read either up or down for the column or right or left for the row. With these four ways of placing the principal positive diagonal will go also two ways of placing the principal negative diagonal in the new square, so that there should be eight different transformations of the type R for a given square. The transformations for these eight cases are given in the following Right, down,
It will be observed that these squares are paired in four ways such that the first and third as well as the second and fourth elements are interchanged. They are also paired in four ways such that the first and second change their signs, or the third and fourth change their signs. It is important to see how the numbers in the squares themselves are related.
Certain special transformations on symmetric squares. It is of interest to note the effect of various special transformations on the constants a, ß, a and b in symmetric squares. Thus it is easy to show that the two squares (£&) and (f ") are so related that the cell (.4, B) becomes the cell (A ^4). The effect, therefore, on the square is to make a reflection in the main diagonal. This result appears at once from the fundamental congruences defining the two squares. The same method will also serve to show that the two squares Qab) and Q~_"b) are so related that the second is the reflection of the first in its center. For by writing out the congruences for the cell iA, B) of the first square and for the corresponding cell (having the same x) in the second iA',B') it appears easily that A+A'si andF+A^l (mod»). The effect is thus a rotation through two right angles about a line through the central cell perpendicular to the plane of the square. Simlarly (^ .ab) is a reflection of (| j) in the row through the center.
The result of a transformation may sometimes be conveniently expressed by means of a relation between the numbers in corresponding cells of the two squares.
For this purpose a number x is best represented in the form x = kn+p where k is one of the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, • • • , n-\ and p is one of the numbers 1,2,3, ••-,». It will be observed that p is the smallest non-zero positive integer congruent to x modulo n, and that k is the number of the set (used in defining the transformation S) in which x appears. If the number x is divided by n, k is the quotient and p the remainder except for the case where x is a multiple of n, in which case k is the quotient less one and p is equal to «.
It is possible to show for the two symmetric squares (gj) and (£1) that x = kn+p occupies the same cell in the first square that y = kn+n+l-p does in the second square. There are n numbers which occupy the same cell in both squares. It is possible to show for the two symmetric squares Qab) and (l^) that x = kn+p occupies the same cell in the first that y = (p -\)n+k + \ does in the second. All that is necessary to prove this is to substitute the above value of x in the congruences belonging to the first square and the above value of y in the congruences belonging to the second.
These special theorems are of use in the study of "nuclear" squares to which we devote the next section. A = 6 + * + ["--1 , B = 9 + x + 7 \--1 (mod 11). The partial columns above the corners of this central square are then interchanged, and the partial rows to the left of the corners of this central square are also interchanged. The result is the nuclear square given above. The success of this method of getting nuclear squares is seen to depend on the fact that the central square of three is magic in its diagonals. In the same way we can obtain a nuclear square from any symmetrical uniform step square which has a central wz-sided square which is magic in the diagonals. Since the square is symmetrical this common sum of all the diagonals must be w(«2+l)/2. Such a square we will call a nodal square. To obtain a nuclear square from such a nodal square make an R transformation on the central square. Then the partial columns above and below the central square which are symmetrical in the nodal square must be so shifted that they lie in the same column. Thus, for example, the elements in the partial column above the upper left hand corner of the central square together with those in the partial column below the lower right hand corner of the central square add up to («-m)(»2 + l)/2. If these two partial columns are then shifted to lie in the same vertical column the sum of all the elements in that column will be (» -m)(»2 + l)/2+m(»2 + l)/2 or »(w2+l)/2, which is the right sum for a magic square. A similar shifting of the partial rows to the right and left of the central square will make the new square magic in all the rows. The problem of constructing nuclear squares by this method thus depends on the problem of finding symmetric uniform step squares which are nodal. It would seem possible to set up necessary and sufficient conditions on the constants of a uniform step square that it should be nodal, and perhaps from these conditions to obtain an enumeration of nodal squares. The author has not as yet been able to find such conditions, and the problem of enumeration of nodal squares seems to be of the same general type as the problem of finding the number of terms in a repeating decimal, or the number to which a given number belongs with respect to any modulus. He has sue-[July ceeded, however, in proving certain theorems which have enabled him to compute the number of such squares for a given side without much difficulty. Thus he has been able to prove that if Q j) is a nodal square we can write down at once the following list of nodal squares: The study of nodal squares brings to light many curious and interesting theorems of the following type :
The square (J 2) is nodal for all values of ». The square (} 7) is nodal for all values of « prime to 6. The square i\\) is nodal for » = 4k + i, but not for » =4& -1. The square (}g) is nodal for numbers of the form 14¿ -1 and for no others. The square (3 5) is never nodal for any value of », etc.
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